Elvis Presley

Watch the film and fill in the missing information.

Elvis Aaron Presley was born on January ___ 19____ in Tupelo, ______________________. 
He was influenced by gospel music, _____________________ and the R&B. 
In 19 ____ he walked into Sun Studios and paid _____ dollars to record a ______ - song demo. Sam Phillips decided to cut a record with Elvis. 
"That's _________ _____________" became a hit. 

Before long, Elvis caught the attention of a promoter Colonel Tom Parker, who put the young singer on _______________. Tom Parker signed Elvis into an exclusive deal in 19____  buying out his Sun Studio ____________  and signing a deal with RCA (Radio Corporation of America).  In 19 ____ Elvis's first RCA single, "Heartbreak ______________" topped the charts.  

At the peak of his fame, Elvis headed off to ___________________ to serve in the army in 19____.   While overseas, he met a _____ -year-old Priscilla Beaulieu, whom he would marry nine years later, in 19____. 
Their only child, Lisa Marie, was born on February 1st 19____. 

When he returned he was still popular, but by the mid-____s. Elvis's career was in trouble.  While he was releasing mediocre singles and making what seemed like the same ________ _____________ over and over again, he was surpassed musically by artists like the ___________________ who had been inspired by Elvis. 

However, he was about to make a triumphant ____________________.  Dressed in __________ _______________, Elvis appeared in a CBS TV event known as the 19____ Comeback Special.  By 19____ he was back on top of the chart with "Suspicious ____________". His concert, "Aloha from _______________" was seen by _____________________ people all over the world. 

Though he had made it back to the top, his life was coming apart. He began to put on weight and relied more and more on ___________________drugs. 
In 19 ____ he died of a _____________ attack at the age of _____.
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